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7.1.4 Describe the lnstitutional efforts/initiatives in providing an inclusive

environment i.e. tolerance and harmony towards cultural, regional,

Iinguistic, communal socioeconomic, otherdiversity and Sensitization of
students and employees to the constitutional obligations: values, rights,

duties and responsibilities of citizens.

Response:

Disha College's Effor1s and Initiatives in Creating an Inclusive Environment:
Fostering Tolerance and Harmony across Diversities.In today's multicultural
and diverse societies, fostering an inclusive environment is crucial for the
growth and harmony of institutions. Institutions play a pivotal role in promoting
tolerance and harmony towards cultural, regional, linguistic, communal,
socioeconomic, and other diversities. This report aims to highlight various
institutional efforts and initiatives that are being implemented to create an

inclusive environment. Disha College has recognized the importance of
fostering tolerance and harmony among students from diverse backgrounds. we
have implemented initiatives such as: -

Multicultural activities- lntegrating diverse perspectives and cultural elements
via activities helps students develop a broader understanding and appreciation
of different cultures, languages, and regions,for example Hindi Divas was
cclcbratcd also,on this occasion Disha College organized a seminar on
understanding of the Importance of Matrabhasha for the development of
language. Chhattisgarh Raj Bhasha Divas celebration had created a deep

understanding about local dialect Chhattisgarhi and linguistic harmony of our
country. Different cultural activities likeRangoli, Mehndi, Painting activities
created deep understanding among students about Indian traditionand Culture,
fine arts help in creating understanding of different cultural art forms and

develops aesthetic values among students, different programs like social and

awareness program creates unconscious bias and inclusive practices promotes

understanding and respect for diversity. Disha College took various initiatives
which allow students to connect, share experiences, and drive initiatives that
promote inclusivity. Disha College organized various collaborative programs

like drawing competition, visiting the orphanage etc. Nukkad Natak, Women's
Day celebration develops inclusive environment among students and create the

feeling of Inclusivity. AwarenessPrograms conduct inclusion session for the

students and raising awareness about unconscious biases, and promoting a
culture of respect and understanding. ALM program create deep understanding
among students. Ur-
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Community Engagement- Encouraging community participation through
dialogues, culturai events, and initiatives that celebrate diversity, fostering
mutual respect and understanding among different groups. Forexample,

Students visit to matrachhaya Orphanage, Community Work (Naya Savera

School).

Collaborations and Partnerships- Working in collaboration with other
institutions, communities, and stakeholders to develop inclusive programs,

share resources, and build alliances to promote tolerance and harmony. For
example, Traffic Awareness Program with Traffic Police Deparlment, Rural
Activity in collaboration with Sahkari bank Amleshwar durg and Celebration of
Constitution Day skit presentation with the collaboration of Govt. school.

Types of Engagement-

1. Multicultural Activities,
2. Community Engagement,
3. Collaborations and Partnership etc.

DishaCollege's efforts and initiatives aimed at creating an inclusive
environment are instrumental in fostering tolerance and harmony across diverse
societies. By integrating multicuitural perspectives into education,
implementing inclusive practices in workplaces, enacting anti-discrimination
laws, and undertaking community engagement programs, institutions play a

pivotal role in promoting understanding, respect, and acceptance of diverse
cultures, languages, communities, socioeconomic backgrounds, and other
diversities. These efforts contribute to a more cohesive and harmonious society
where everyone can thrive and contribute their unique talents and perspectives.
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